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Introduction 

Deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering has been’one of 
the key testing grounds of QCD over the past two decades. 
Measurements of the nucleon and nuclear structure functions 
have not only tested the short-distance properties of the theory, 
(such as the scaling properties of structure functions and their 
logarithmic evolution with momentum transfer), but they have 
also illuminated the nonperturbative bound state structure of 
the nucleon and nuclei in terms of their quark and gluon de- 
grees of freedom. For the most part, this information has been 
obtained from single-arm inclusive experiments where only the 
recoil lepton was detected. 

One of the important potential advantages of an inter- 
nal.t_arget facility in an electron storage ring as discussed in 
this workshop is that the entire final state of electroproduc- 
tier can be measured in coincidence with the scattered elec- 
tron with close to 4~ acceptance. In the case of the PEP ring 
(EC6 - 15 GeV), measurements can be performed above 
the onset of Bjorken scaling. Both polarized and unpolarized 
hydrogen and nuclear targets may be feasible, and eventually 
even polarized electron beams may be available. High pre- 
cision comparisons between electron and positron scattering 
would.allow the study of higher order QED and electroweak 
intelference effects. The asymmetry in the cross sections for - 
e*tp + e*rX can be sizeable,’ providing a sum rule for the 
cube of the charges of the quarks in the target. 

At the most basit level, Bjorken scaling of deep inelastic 
.structure functions implies the production of a single quark jet, 

recoiling against the scattered lepton. The spectator system- 
the remnant of the target remaining after the scattered quark 
is removed-is a colored 3 system. (See fig. 1.) According to 
QCD factorization, the recoiling quark jet, together with the 
ghmnic radiation produced in the scattering process, produces 
hadrons in a universal way, independent of the target or par- 
ticular hard scattering reaction. This jet should be identical 
to the light quark jets produced in e+e- annihilation. In con- 
trast, the-hadronization of the spectator system depends in 
detail on the target properties. Unlike the quark jet, the lead- 
ing particles of the target spectator system do not evolve and 
thus should not depend on the momentum transfer Q* [at fixed 
W2 = (q + P)~]. At present we do not have a basic understand- 
ing of the physics of hadronization, although phenomenological 
approaches, such as the Lund string model, have been success- 
ful in parameterizing many features of the data. 
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Fig. 1. Struck quark and spectator 
systems in electroproduction. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC03-76SFOO515. 

At a more detailed level; the features of the standard 
leading twist description are modified by coherent or non- 
perturbative effects. For example, higher twist-power-law sup- 
pressed contributions arise when two or more quarks recoil 
against the scattered lepton. At high energies, the quark jet 
does not change its state or hadronize over a distance scale pre 
portional to its energy. Thus inelastic or absorptive processes 
cannot occur inside a nucleus-at least for the very fast hadronic 
fragments. We will discuss this target length condition2’3 in 
more detail below. Nevertheless, a nuclear target can pro- 
vide an essential tool for studying the detailed features of jet 
hadronization since the fast fragments are expected to scatter 
elastically in the nuclear medium, and the slow particles can 
interact inelastically and shower inside the nucleus. A review 
of the QCD predictions for jet hadronization can be found in 
Berger’s contribution’ to this workshop. 

Many of the novel features expected in QCD are also ap- 
parent in QED. It is thus often useful to keep a QED analog in 
mind, replacing the target by a neutral atom such as positrc+ 
nium. Even in QED where there is no confinement, one ex- 
pects in certain kinematic regions significant corrections to the 
Bjorken scaling associated with positron or electron knockout, 
in addition to the logarithmic evolution of the QED structure 
functions associated with induced photon radiation. For exam- 
ple, at low Q2, the interference between amplitudes. where dif- 
ferent constituents are struck become important. Near thresh- 
old, where charged particles emerge at low relative velocities, 
there are strong Coulomb distortions, ss summarized by the 
Sommerfeld’ factor. In QCD these have their analog in a phe- 
nomena called “jet coalescence” 0 which we discuss in a later 
section. The Coulomb distortion factor must be included if one. 
wants to maintain duality between the inelastic continuum and 
a summation over exclusive channels in electroproduction. 

My main emphasis is this talk, however, is in the study 
of exclusive channels in electroproduction. It is clearly inter- 
esting to study how the summation of such channels yields 
the total inelastic cross section. More important, each indi- 
vidual exclusive channel can provide detailed information on 
basic scattering mechanisms in QCD and how the scattered 
quarks and gluons recombine into hadrons. In certain caSes 
such as Compton scattering and meson electroproduction, we 
can study new aspects of the light cone expansion for the prod- 
uct of two currents, thus extending the renormalization group 
analysis into a new domain.’ The diffractive production of vec- 
tor mesons at high Q2 can test the basic composition of the 
Pomeron in QCD. Further, as we discuss in the next section, 
measuring exclusive reactions inside a nuclear target allows the 
study of %olor transparency”, 899 the “formation zone”,’ and 
other novel aspects of QCD. 

Exclusive Channels in Electroproduction 

In high momentum transfer inclusive reactions, the under- 
lying quark and gluon scattering processes lead directly to jet 
production in the final state, To leading order in 1/Q2, the 
cross sections and jet hadronization can be understood at the 
probabilistic level. In contrast, in ezclusiue electroproduction 
processes, one studies quark and gluon scattering and their 
reformation into hadrons at the amplitude level. Exclusive re- 
actions thus depend in detail on the composition of the hadron 
wavefunctions themselves. 
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There is now an extensive literature, both experimental 
and theoretical, describing the features of large momentum 
transfer exclusive reactions. The QCD predictions are based 
on a factorization theorem 10-l’ which separates the non- 
perturbative physics of the hadron bound states from the hard 
scattering amplitude which controls the scattering of the con- 
stituent quarks and gluons from the initial to final directions. 
This is illustrated for the proton form factor in fig. 2. Elec- 
troproduction of exclusive channels provides one of the most 
valuabte testing ground of this QCD formalism, since the in- 
coming photon provides a probe of variable spacelike mass di- 
rectly coupling to the hard-scattering amplitude. 

It has been known since 1970 that a theory with under- 
lying scale-invariant quark-quark interactions leads to dimen- 
sional counting rules” for large momentum transfer exclusive 
processes; e.g. F(Q2) N (Q2)‘-” where n is the minimum 
number of quark fields in the hadron. QCD is such a theory; 
the factorization formula leads to nucleon form factors of the 
form: 16. 

,_ ._. GM(Q2) = [?d$]‘~an,,, (h $)m’n-7m 

x l+ O(ar(Q)) + 0 + ( >I 
The first factor, in agreement with the quark counting rule, 

_ is due to the hard scattering of the three valence quarks from 
the initial to final nucleon direction. Higher Fock states lead 
to form factor contributions of successively higher order in l/Q’. The logarithmic corrections derive from an evolution 
equation 10’16 for the nucleon distribution amplitude. The 7s 
are the computed anomalous dimensions, reflecting the short 
.dist_ance scaling of three-quark composite operators. The re- 
sults hold for any baryon to baryon vector or axial vector 
transition amplitude that conserves the baryon helicity. He- 
licity non-conserving form factors should fall as an additional 
power of 1/Q2. Measurements of the transition form factor to 
the J = 3/2 N(1520) nucleon resonance are consistent with 
.7= = f1/2 dominance, as predicted by the helicity conser- 
vation rule.” It is very important to explicitly verify that 

Fz(Q2)/Fr (Q2) decreases at large Q2. The angular distribution 
decay of the J/\k --t pp is consistent with the QCD prediction 
A, + A, = 0. 

The normalization constants a,,* in the QCD prediction 
for GM can be evaluated from moments of the nucleon’s distri- 
bution amplitude d(zi,Q). There are extensive on-going the- 
oretical efforts computing constraints on this nonperturbative 
input directly from QCD. The pioneering QCD sum rule anal- 
ysis of Chernyak and Zhitnitskii12 provides constraints on the 
first few moments of 4(z, Q). Using as a basis the polynomials 
which are eigenstates of the nucleon evolution equation, one 
gets a model representation of the nucleon distribution am- 
plitude, as well as its evolution with the momentum transfer 
scale. 

The QCD sum rule analysis predicts a surprising feature: 
strong flavor asymmetry in the nucleon’s momentum distribu- 
tion. The computed moments of the distribution amplitude 
imply that 65% of the proton’s momentum in its 3-quark va- 
lence state is carried by the u-quark which has the same he- 
licity as the parent hadron. (See fig. 3.) A recent comprehen- 
sive re-analysis by King and Sachrajda’* has now confirmed 
the Chernyak and Zhitnitskii form in its essential details. In 
addition, Dziembowski and Mankiewicz l9 have recently shown 
that the asymmetric form of the CZ distribution amplitude can 
apparently be derived from a rotationally-invariant CM wave- 
function transformed to the light cone using a Melosh-type 
boost of the quark spinors. The transverse size of the valence 
wavefunction is found to be significantly smaller than the mean 
radius of the proton-averaged over all Fock states. This was 
predicted in ref. 10. Dziembowski and Mankiewicz also show 
that the perturbative QCD contribution to the form factors 
dominates over the soft contribution (obtained by convoluting 
the non-perturbative wave functions) at a scale Q/N x 1 GeV, 
where N is the number of valence constituents. Similar crite- 
ria were also d2;rived in ref. 20. Results of the similar Jacob 
and Kisslinger analysis of the pion form factor are shown in 
fig. 4. Claims22 that a simple overlap of soft hadron wavefunc- 
tions could fit the form factor data were based on wavefunctions 
which violate rotational symmetry in the CM. 

A detailed phenomenological analysis of the nucleon form 
factors for different shapes of the distribution amplitudes has - 
been given by Ji, Sill, and Lombard-Nelsen.23 Their results 
show that the CZ wavefunction is consistent with the sign and 
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Fig. 2. Factorization of the nucleon form factor at large Q2 in QCD. 
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Fig. 3. QCD sum rule prediction for the 
proton distribution amplitude. 
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Fig. 4. Models for the “soft” contribution to the pion form 
factor. The Isgur-Llewellyn-Smith prediction” is based on 
a wavefunction with Gaussian fall-off in transverse momen- 
tum but power-law falloff at large z. The Jacob-Kisslinger 
prediction2* is based on a rotationally symmetric form in the -- - 
center of mass frame. The perturbative QCD contribution cal- 
culated with CZ12 distribution amplitudes is consistent with 
the normalization and shape of the data for Q2 > 1 GeV2. 

magnitude of the proton form factor at large Q2 as recently 
measured by the American University/SLAG collaboration. 24 

(See fig. 5.) The fact that the correct normalization emerges is 
a non-trivial test of the distribution amplitude shape; for exam- 
ple,‘the if the proton wavefunction has a non-relativistic shape 
peaked at zi - l/3 then one obtains the wrong sign for the nu- 
cleon form factor. Furthermore symmetrical distribution am- 
plitudes predict a much too small magnitude for Q4Ga(Q2) at 
large Q2. Gari and Stefannis25 have developed a useful model 
for the nucleon-fo%i factors which incorporates the CZ distri- 
bution amplitude predictions at high Q2 together with VMD 
constraints at low Q2. Their analysis predicts sizeable values 
for the neutron electric form factor at intermediate values of 
Q2. (See fig. 6.) 

Measurements of the two-photon exclusive processes 77 + 
A+A- and K+K- are in excellent agreement with the pertur- 
bative QCD predictions. The data26 (see fig. 7) extend out 
to invariant mass squared 10 GeV2, a region well beyond any 
significant contribution from soft contributions. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of perturbative QCD predictions and data 
for the proton form factor. The calculation, based on the CZ 
QCD sum rule distribution amplitude, is from ref. 23. The 
prediction depends on the use of the running coupling constant 
as a function of the exchanged gluon momentum. The data are 
from ref. 24. 

Nevertheless, one can question22 with the consistency of 
the perturbative QCD analysis, particularly for baryon reac- 
tions at moderate momentum transfer: 

1. The perturbative analysis of the baryon form factor and 
large angle hadron-hadron scattering depends on the sup- 
pression of the endpoint regions zi - 1 and pinch sin- _ 
gularity contributions. This suppression occurs aut+ 
matically in QCD due to Sudakov form factors, as has 
been shown by Mueller** based on the all-orders analy- 
sis of the vertex function by Sen.27 Since these analyses 
require an all-orders resummation of the vertex correc- 
tions, they cannot be derived by standard renormaliza- 
tion group analysis. In this sense the baryon and large 
angle scattering results are considered less rigorous than 
the results from analysis of the meson form factor and 
the 77 production of meson pairs.2* 

2. The magnitude of the proton form factor is sensitive to 
the z - 1 dependence of the proton distribution ampli- 
tude, where non-perturbative effects could be important. 
The CZ asymmetric distribution amplitude, in fact, em- 
phasizes contributions from the large z region. Since non- 
leading corrections are expected when the quark prop- 
agator scale Q2(1 - z) is small, relatively large Q2 is 
required to clearly test the perturbative QCD predic- 
tions. A similar criterion occurs in the analysis of correc- 
tions to QCD evolution in deep inelastic lepton scatter- 
ing. Dziembovvski and Mankiewicz 19 claim that one can 
consistently fit low energy phenomena (the nucleon mag- 
netic moments), the measured high momentum transfer 
hadron form factors, and the CZ distribution amplitudes 
with a self-consistent ansatz for the quark wavefunctions. 

A complete derivation of the nucleon form factors at all 
momentum transfers would require a calculation of the entire 
set of hadron Fock wavefunctions. [See fig. 8.) This is the 
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Fig. 6. Predictions for the nucleon form factors assuming VMD 
at low Q2 and perturbative QCD at high Q2. From ref: 25. 

goal of the ‘discretized light-cone quantization” approach2’ 
for find&g-&e eigen-solutions of the QCD Hamiltonian quan- 
tized at equal light cone time r = t + z/c. using a discrete 
basis. Thus far results have been obtained for the spectrum 
and wavefunctions for QED and Yukawa field theories in one- 
space and one-time dimension. The structure function of the 
lowest mass bound state in QED[l+l] as a function of a scaled 
coupling constant is shown in fig. 9. 

Color Transparency 

The QCD analysis of exclusive processes depends on the 
concept of a Fock state expansion of the nucleon wavefunction, 
projected onto the basis of free quark and gluon Fock states. 
The expansion is done at equal time on the light-cone and in 
the physical light-cone gauge. At large momentum transfer 
the lowest particlaumber Valence” Fock component with all 
the quarks within an impact distance bl 5 l/Q controls the 
form factor at large Q2. Such a Fock state component has 
a small color dipole moment and thus interacts only weakly 
with hadronic or nuclear matter. “’ Th us if elastic electron- 
scattering is measured as a quasi-elastic process inside a nu- 
cleus, one predicts negligible final state interactions in the tar- 
get as Q becomes large. Integrating over Fermi-motion, one 
predicts ” that the differential cross section is additive in the 
number of nucleons in the nucleus. A test of this novel ef- 
fect, %olor transparency”, has recently been carried out at 
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Fig. 7. Measurementsz6 of exclusive two-photon reactions 
compared with the perturbative QCD predictions of ref. 28. 
The predictions are nearly independent of the shape of the 
meson distribution amplitudes. 
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Fig. 8. Representation of electoweak hadron form factors in 
the light-cone formalism. The sum is over all charged quark 
lines and all Fock states $J,,. 
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Fig. 9. The structure function of the lowest mass bound state 
for QED in l+l space-time dimensions, as calculated in the 
DLCQ formalism. 30 

Brookhaven for large momentum transfer elastic pp scattering 
in nuclear targets by a BNL-Columbia collaboration. 31 The 
initial results are consistent with diminished absorptive cross 
sections at large momentum transfer. If these preliminary re- 
sults are verified they could provide a striking confirmation of 
the perturbative QCD predictions. 



The strong spin-asymmetries seen in elastic p-p scattering32 
and the oscillations of the data modulating the predicted 
dimensional counting rule power-law fall-off33 suggest pos- 
sible resonant interference effects with the perturbative 
amplitude. [See also ref. 34.1 These features evidentielly can- 
not be explained in terms of the simplest QCD perturbative 
contributions. 35 (See fig. 10.) It is interesting to speculate 
whether one is observing an interference with pinch singular- 
ity contribution 34 or di-baryon resonances associated with the 
“hidden color” degrees of freedom of the six-quark state.36 
Since the resonant contributions are not coupled to small va- 
lence Fock states, one could expect significant final state cor- 
rections at energies where the resonances are important. Thus 
color transparency can be used to distinguish mechanisms for 
hadron scattering. 

In the case of nucleon transition form factors measurable in 
inelastic electron nucleon scattering, the magnitude of the final 
state interactions should depend on the nature of the excited 
baryon.’ For example final state resonances which are higher 
orbital qqq states should have large color final state interac- 
tions. 

-.Ferhaps the most dramatic application of color trans- 
parency is to the QCD analysis of the deuteron form fac- 
tor at large momentum transfer. 20,43 A basic feature of 
the perturbative QCD formalism is that the six-quark wave- 
function at small impact separation controls the deuteron 
form factor at large Q2. Thus even a complex six-quark 
state can have negligible final state interactions in a nu- 
clear target-provided it is produced in a large momentum 
transfer- reaction. One thus predicts that the “transparency 
ratio? g[eA + ed(A - l)]/ g[ed _-+ cd] will increase with 
momentum transfer. The normalization of the effective 

- 
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number of deuterons in the nucleus can be determined by 
single-arm quasi-elastic scattering. 

Other experimental tests of the reduced amplitude formal- 
ism are discussed in a later section. 

Diffractive Electroproduction Channels 

As a further example of the richness of the physics of 
exclusive electroproduction consider the “diffractive” channel 
-y*p + pop. At large momentum transfer, QCD factorization 
for exclusive amplitudes applies, and we can write each helicity 
amplitude in the form: 10 

M  7.p+p(s’ t, q2) = 2 dz; TH(%P~&wI,Q 2, 

This represents the convolution of the distribution amplitudes 
d(z,Q) for the ingoing and outgoing hadrons with the quark- 
gluon hard scattering amplitude TH(q* + (qqq)r -+ (qg),,~ + 
(qqq)r) for the scattering of the quarks from the initial to final 
hadron directions. Since TH involves only large momentum 
transfer, it can be expanded in powers of 08(Q2). The dis- 
tribution amplitudes d(zi,m) only depend logarithmically on 
the momentum transfer scale, as determined from the meson 
and baryon evolution equations.. As we discussed above, the 
functional dependence of the meson and baryon distribution 
amplitudes can be predicted from QCD sum rules. A surpris- 
ing feature of the Chernyak and Zhitnitsky analysis l2 of the 
distribution amplitude of helicity-zero mesons is the prediction 
of a double-hump shape of d~(z, Q) with a minimum at equal 

Fig. 10. Spin asymmetry for polarized pp elastic scattering. From ref. 32. 
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partition of the light-cone momentum fractions. (See fig. 11.) 
This . iitsult has now been confirmed in a lattice gauge 
theory calculation of the pion distribution amplitude me 
ments by Martinelli and Sachrajda. 3’ Similar conclusions also 
emerge from the wavefunction ansatz of Dziembowski and 
Mankiewicz. I9 
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Fig. 11. Theoretical predictions for the 
pion distribution amplitude. 

The main dynamical dependence of the electroproduction 
amplitude is determined by TH. To leading order in aa( 
TH can be calculated from minimally-connected tree graphs; 
power counting predicts 

and thus 

.  

- ‘. 
$ (y’p i pp) - w F (L, $) 

to leading orher in l/p; and aa( This prediction is consis- 
tent with the dimensional counting rule du/dt - s2?f(Ocm) 
where n = 9 is the total number of initial and final fields. The 
scaling laws hold for both real and virtual photons. As shown 
in fig. 12, the data3* for rp + r+n are consistent with the -- 5- 
QCD scaling law prediction. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of pion photopro- 
duction data3s at B,, = a/2 with the 
quark counting rule prediction. 

The leading contributions at large momentum transfer in 
QCD satisfy hadron helicity conservation” 

A, = ApI + A, . 

This selection rule is an important test of the vector coupling 
of the gluon in QCD. The result is independent of the photon 
helicity! Furthermore, the leading behavior comes from the 
“point-like” Fock component of the photon. The vector-meson- 
dominance contribution corresponds to the q~ state where the 
constituent momenta are restricted to be collinear to the phc- 
ton. This region gives a power-law suppressed (l/p+)* contri- 
bution to the cross section at fixed B,,. 

The dependence on the photon mass in exclusive electrs 
production amplitudes in QCD occurs through the scaling vari- 
able Q2/p$. Thus for Q2 < p$, the transverse photon electre 
production amplitudes are predicted to be insensitive to Q2. 
This is in striking consequence to the vector meson dominance 
picture, which predicts a universal l/(1 + Q2/$) dependence 
in the amplitude. Furthermore, since only the point-like com- 
ponent of the photon is important at large pi, one expects no 
absorption of the initial state photon as it penetrates a nuclear 
target. The reaction 7’n + A-P is a particularly interesting 
test of color transparency since the dependence on photon mass 
and momentum transfer can be probed. 
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Fig. 13. Conventional description of nuclear shadowing of low 
Q2 virtual photon nuclear interactions. The a-step amplitude 
is opposite in phase to the direct contribution on nucleon N2 
because of the diffractive vector meson production on upstream 
nucleon Nl. 

The conventional theory 39 of shadowing of photon interae- 
tions is illustrated in fig. 13. At large Q2 the two-step ampli- 
tude is suppressed and the shadowing effect becomes negligible. - 
This is the basis for a general expectation that shadowing of 
nuclear structure functions is actually a higher-twist phenom- 
ena, vanishing with increasing Q2 at fixed z. [A recent analysis 
on shadowing in electroproduction by Qiu and Mueller4’ based 
on internucleon interactions in the gluon evolution equation in 
a nucleus suggests that shadowing is a higher twist effect, but 
decreasks slowly as Q2 increases.] Thus we predict simple ad- 
ditivity for exclusive electroproduction in nuclei 

- 
2 (+A -+ p”N(A - 1)) = A $ (+y*iV -+ poN) 

to leading order in l/p+. (The bar indicates that the cross 
sections are integrated over the nucleon Fermi motion.) This 
is another application of color transparency. What is per- 
haps surprising is that the prediction holds for small Q2, even 
Q2 = O! Note that the leading contribution in l/p+ (all orders 
in aa( comes from the 7 + qq point-like photon coupling 
in TH where the relative transverse momentum of the q~ are 
of order pi. Thus the “impact” or transverse size of the qiJ 
is l/m, and such a “small” color dipole has negligible strong 
interactions in a nucleus. The final state proton and p” also 
couple in leading order to Fock components which are small in 
impact space, again having minimal initial or final state inter- 
actions. If this additivity and absence of shadowing is verified, 
it will also be important to explore the onset of conventional 
shadowing and absorption as p$ and Q2 decrease. 
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. Electroproduction of Diffractive Channels 
Exclusive processes such as virtual Compton scattering, 

7*p -+ 7p and p” electroproduction 7*p + pop play a special 
role in QCD as key probes of “pomeron” exchange and its 
possible basis in terms of multiple-gluon exchange. ’ At large 
photon energy, the diffractive amplitudes are dominated by 
J = 1 Regge singularities. 

Recent measurements of 7*p -+ pop by the EMC group” 
using the high energy muon beam at the SPS show three un- 
expected features: (1) The p” is produced with zero helicity at 
QZ > 1 GeV2; (2) the falloff in momentum transfer becomes 
remarkably flat for Q2 2 5 GeV2; and (3) the integrated cross 
section falls as l/Q’. 

The most surprising feature of the EMC data is the very 
slow fall-off in t for the highest Q2 data. (See fig. 14.) Us- 
ing the parameterization ebt’, t’ = It - t,inI, the slope for 
7 5 Q2 5 25 GeV2, EL = 200 GeV data is b - 2 GeV2. 
If one assumes Pomeron factorization, then the fall-off in mo- 
mentum transfer to the proton should be at least as fast as the 
square of the proton form factor, 42 representing the probabil- 
ity’io-keep the scattered proton intact. (See fig. 15(b).) The 
predicted slope for ItI < 1.5 GeV’ is b - 3.4 GeVW2, much 
steeper than the EMC data. The background due to inelastic 
effects is estimated by the EMC group to be less than 20% in 
this kinematic domain. 

W<6G& W  > 6GeV 
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Fig. 14. The slope parameter b for the form du/dt = Aeb” fit 
to the EMC data (ref. 41) for .j~p + pp”p for It’\ 5 I.5 GeV2. 

In the vector meson dominance picture one expects: (1) 
dominantly transverse p polarization (s-channel helicity con- 
servation); (2) fall-off in t similar to the square of the proton 
form factor (Pomeron factorization); and (3) a l/Q2 asymp- 
totic fall-off when longitudinal photons dominate. 

The physics of electroproduction is quite different in QCD. 
At large Q2 > p$ diffractive channels take on a novel 
character. ’ (See fig. 15(c).) The transverse momentum k~ in 
the upper loop connecting the photon and p” is of order the 
photon mass scxle, k~ - -9. (Other regions of phase space 
are suppressed by Sudakov form factors). Thus just as in 
deep inelastic inclusive scattering, the diffractive-amplitude in- 
volves the proton matrix element of the product of operators 
near the light-cone. In the case of virtual Compton scatter- 
ing 7’p + 7p’, one measures product of two electromagnetic 
currents. Thus one can test an operator product expansion 
similar to that which appears in deep inelastic lepton-nucleon 
scattering, but for non-forward matrix elements. In such a 
case the upper loop in fig. 15(c) can be calculated using per- 
turbative methods. The p enters through the same distribution 
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Fig. 15. (a) Diffractive electroproduction of vector mesons. (b) 
Local pomeron contribution coupling to one quark. (c) Pertur- 
bative pomeron contribution. For large transverse momentum 
kf x Q2 two-gluon exchange contributions are dominant. 

amplitude that appears in large momentum transfer exclusive 
reactions. Since the gauge interactions conserve helicity, this 
implies X, = 0, X, = Xi independent of the photon helicity. 
The predicted canonical Q2 dependence is l/Q’, which is also 
consistent with the EMC data. 

Since the EMC data is at high energy (ET = 200 GeV, 
s > p$) one expects that the vector gluon exchange diagrams 
dominate quark-exchange contributions. One can show that 
the virtuality of the gluons directly coupled to the 7 -+ @ 
transition is effectively of order Q2, allowing a perturbative _ 
expansion. The effect is a known feature of the higher Born, 
multi-photon exchange contributions to massive Bethe Heitler 
processes in QED.’ 

The dominant exchange in the t-channel should thus be the 
two-gluon ladder shown in fig. 15(c). This is analogous to the 
diagrams contributing to the evolution of the gluon structure 
function-. If each gluon carries roughly half of the momentum 
transfer to different quarks in the nucleon, then the fall-off in t 
can be significantly slower than that of the proton form factor, 
since in the latter case the momentum transfer to the nucleon is 
due to the coupling to one quark. This result assumes that the 
natural fall-off of the nucleon wavefunction in transverse mo- 
mentum is Gaussian rather than power-law at low momentum 
transfer. 

In the case of quasi-elastic diffractive electroproduction in 
a nuclear target, we expect neither shadowing of the incident 
photon nor final state interactions of the outgoing vector meson 
at large Q2 (color transparency). 

Thus p” electroproduction and virtual Compton scatter- 
ing can give essential information on the nature of diffractive 
(pomeron exchange) processes. Data at all energies and kine- 
matic regions are clearly essential. _ 

Exclusive Nuclear Processes in QCD 

One of the most elegant areas of application of QCD to 
nuclear physics is the domain of large momentum transfer ex- 
clusive nuclear processes. Rigorous results have been given by 
Lepage, Ji and myself413 for the asymptotic properties of the 



deuteron form factor at Jarge momentum transfer. The basic 
factorization is shown in fig. 16. In the asymptotic Q2 -+ 00 
limit the deuteron distribution amplitude, which controls large 
momentum transfer deuteron reactions, becomes fully symmet- 
ric among the five possible color-singlet combinations of the six 
quarks. One can also study the evolution of the “hidden color” 
components (orthogonal to the np and AA degrees of freedom) 
from intermediate to large momentum transfer scales; the re- 
sults also give constraints on the nature of the nuclear force 
at short distances in QCD. The existence of hidden color de- 
grees of freedom further illustrates the complexity of nuclear 
systems in QCD. It is conceivable that six-quark d’ resonances 
corresponds to these new degrees of freedom may be found by 
careful searches of the 7’d + 7d and 7’d + xd channels. 

e’ 
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$!i 
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d i-- 
P+9 

Fig. 16. Factorization of the deuteron form factor at large Q2. 

The QCD analyses suggests a consistent way to elimi- 
nate. the effects of nucleon compo$teness in exclusive nuclear 
reactions. 20’44 The-basic observation is that for vanishing nu- 
clear binding energy cd + 0, the deuteron can be regarded 
as two nucleons sharing the deuteron four-momentum. The 

.7*d -+ np amplitude then contains two factors representing 
the$robability amplitude for the proton and neutron to re- 
main intact after absorbing momentum transfers 

i‘= (Pp - iPJ2 and ii=(p,-ipJ2. 

The “reduced” amplitude 

-- - m,(7*d -+ np) = M(r’d + np) 
haiN 

1 GeV2. There is also evidence for reduced amplitude scaling 
for 7d + pn at large angles and p$ 2 1 GeV2. (see fig. 19). 
We thus expect similar precocious scaling behavior to hold for 
pd + n-p and other pd exclusive reduced amplitudes. In each 

-case the incident and outgoing hadron and nuclear states are 
predicted to display color transparency, i.e. the absence of 
initial and final state interactions if they participate in a large 
momentum transfer exclusive reaction. 

I, d g p&p+q:p, 
6-86 5446A10 

Fig. 17. Application of the reduced amplitude 
formalism to the deuteron form factor at large 
momentum transfer. 
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Fig. 18. Scaling of the deuteron reduced form - 
factor. The data are summarized in ref. 20. 

Electroproduction: A General View 

is predicted to have the same fixed angle scaling behavior as 
7’M + qq ; i.e., the nucleons are reduced to point particles. 
We thus predict 

&(r*d --+ “P) f u-bn) 
%(w:N(~) 

w- 
(P$)2 

The factorization formula45 

du(AB + CX) 
g ~d]d&t,/ $ 

d”pclEc , 
0 0 0 

to leading order in l/p+. 
The analogous analysis (see fig. 17) of the deuteron form 

factor as defined in 

X Go/,&o, Q)Gb/&br Q)~c,ch Q) 

x 6(s’ + t’ + u’) f $ (ab -+ cd) 

for the inclusive production processes AB + CX has gen- 
eral validity in gauge theory. The systems A,B, C can be 

yields a scaling law for the reduced form factor leptons, photons, hadrons, or nuclei. The primary subpro- 
cess in electroproduction is eq -+ eq. The electron structure 

fd(Q2) = 
Fd(Q’) 

FIN (T) FIN (y) - + 

function Gcic(z, Q) automatically provides the (leading loga- 
rithmic) QED radiative corrections. The energy distribution 
of the beam itself plays the role of the non-perturbative or 
initial structure function. 

i.e., the same scaling law as a meson form factor. As shown in 
(See fig. 20(b).) The subprocess 

fig. 18, this scaling is consistent with experiment for Q2 = p$ 2 
7’q -+ gq corresponds to photon-induced two-jet production. 
(See fig. 20(a).) This subprocess dominates reactions in which 
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Fig: 20. Application of gauge theory factorization to electro 
production. (a) The 7q --+ gq subprocess produces hadron jets 
at high pi. (b) The eq + eq produces one quark jet and one 
recoil electron jet at high pi. The QED radiative corrections 
are incorporated into the electron and photon QED structure 
functions. - 

the large transverse momentum trigger is a hadron rather than 
the scattered lepton. Thus one sees that conventional deep in- 
elastic eq + eq scattering subprocess is just one of the several 
modes of electroproduction. 

The dominant contribution to the meson semi-inclusive 
cross section is predicted by QCD factorization to be due to 
jet fragmentation from the recoil quark and spectator diquark 
jets. When the momentum transfer is in the intermediate range 
1 6 Q2 6 10 GeV2, several other contributions for meson pro- 

duction are expected to become important in eN --) e’MX. 
These include: 

(1) Higher twist contributions to jet fragmentation: 

d& - = &,,(z,Q2) S A(1 - z)~ + 5 
dz 

(z+ 1). 

The scaling term reflects the behavior of the pion fragmen- 
tation function at large fractional momentum (z + 1) as 
predicted by perturbative QCD (one-gluon exchange). (See 
fig. 21(a).) The C/Q2 term” is computed from the same per- 
turbative diagrams. For large z where this term dominates, we 
predict that the deep inelastic cross section will be dominantly 
longitudinal rather than transverse R = UL/UT > 1. 

Jet Fragmentatlan Isolated 7 

-4 

e’ 
e 

Y* 

(0) (b) 

Exclusive Prlmakoff 

4-87 (cl (d) S,~I*S 

Fig. 21. QCD contributions to pion electroproduction. (a) Jet 
fragmentation, including leading and l/Q2 higher twist con- 
tributions. (b) Isolated pion contributions at order l/Q’. (c) 
Exclusive production. (d) Primakoff contribution. 

(2) “Direct” meson production. Isolated pions may also - 
be created by elastic scattering off of an effective pion current: 
(See fig. 21(b).) 

du du 
dQ2dz, = G&~) dQ2 en--rer 

du 

WQ2 cr-eer = $$ lWQ2)12(1 -Y) . 

Here y = q. p/pe . p. In the case of a nuclear target, one can 
test for non-additivity of virtual pions due to nuclear effects, as 
predicted in models” for the EMC effect” at small zBj. Jaffe 
and Hoodbhoy” have shown that the existence of quark ex- 
change diagrams involving quarks of different nucleons in the 
nucleus invalidates general applicability of the simplest con- 
volution formulae conventionally used in such analyses. The 
G,,,(z,Q) structure function is predicted to behave roughly 
as (1 - z)5 at large z, as predicted from spectator quark count- 
ing rules. 15’45 Applications of these rules to other off-shell 
nucleon processes are discussed in refs.-20 and 49. 

(3) Exclusive Channels. (See fig. 21(c).) The mesons can 
of course be produced in exclusive channels; e.g. 7*p + a+n, 
7*P + POP. Pion electroproduction extrapolated to t = rni 
provides our basic knowledge of the pion form factor at space- 
like Q2. With the advent of the perturbative QCD analyses of 



large momentum transfer exclusive reactions, predictions can 
be given over the whole range of large t and Q’. We discussed 
some of the features of p” electroproduction above. 

(4) Another possible meson production channel is Pri- 
makoff production 7’7 -+ no, etc., identifiable from very 
low target recoil events. (See fig. 21(d).) Such measure- 
ments would allow the determination of the 7 + rr” transition 
form factor. This quantity, combined with the QCD analysis 
of the-pion form factor leads to a method to determine the 
QCD running zupling constant ad(@) solely from exclusive 
measurements. 

The above examples make it clear that complete final state 
measurements are necessary for separating the various produc- 
tion channels; detailed study of meson electroproduction can 
yield valuable information concerning basic issues in QCD. 

Higher Twist Contributions to 
Deep Inelastic Scattering 

One of the most difficult aspects of electroproduction phe- 
nomeiiology is the separation of logarithmic scaling violations 
predicted by QCD evolution from the scale violations induced 
by power law corrections. The lack of a full understanding of 
these higher twist terms has prevented the extraction of reli- 
able values of the QCD scale AQCD from the data. As we have 
noted above, shadowing behavior in nuclei is likely associated 
with higher twist contributions. In addition, it is not clear 
whether ordinary Regge behavior of the inelastic lepton scat- 
tering cross section, which is a valid parameterization at fixed 
Q’, persists into the scaling region or whether it is associated 
with higher twist dynamical effects. The fact that the non- 
singlet structure functions obey additive sum rules suggests 
that Regge behavior is absent in leading twist. 

In some cases the higher twist effect corresponds to coher- 
.&it-many-particle processes which potentially could be iden- 
tified by study of the final state. As an example, consider 
the processes illustrated in fig. 22. At intermediate Q2 and 
Z = ZBj - 1 the cross section has the simplified form 

da 4m2 2 
-=- 

dQ2dz Q' 
A(1 - z)~ + B(1 - z) 

SC(l.- 2)-l l 
4 ( )I Q2 * 

The three terms correspond to lepton scattering off of one, 
two, or three quarks, respectively. The power in l/Q2 in- 
creases with the number of active quarks: (Q2)2(“A-11 The 
power in (1 - z) counts the number of spectators required to 
stop as z + 1: (1 - ~)~~*-l. The “diquark” term gives a 
large UL contribution. ‘13 The analogous structure in the pion 
structure function has been confirmed in the Drell-Yan reaction 
?rN + j4+p-X at large 2. 46 The relative normalization of the 
power-law suppressed terms is uncertain, although the model 
calculations based on tree-graph gluon exchange diagrams per- 
formed by Blankenbecler, Gunion, and Nason” suggests very 
large coefficients B and C. If this is true for the physical sit- 
uation, then the existence of such terms would make it very 
difficult to isolate the logarithmic corrections to scaling, ex- 
cept at very high momentum transfers-where unfortunately 
the sensitivity to the numerical value of AQCD is small. In- 
ternal target experiments may be able to confirm the different 
contributions by studies of the recoil and spectator systems as 
functions of Q2 and z together with separation of at and UT. 
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Fig. 22. Leading and higher twist contributions 
to deep inelastic lepton scattering due to multi- 
particle hard scattering subprocesses. 

Formation Zone Phenomena in 
Deep Inelastic Scattering 

One of the remarkable consequences of QCD factorization 
for inclusive reactions at large pi is the absence of inelastic 
initial or final state interactions of the high energy particles in 
a nuclear target. Since structure functions measured in deep 
inelastic lepton scattering are essentially additive (up to the 
EMC deviations), factorization implies that the q~ --) p+p- 
subprocesses in Drell-Yan reactions occurs with equal effect on 
each nucleon throughout the nucleus. At first sight this seems 
surprising since one expects energy loss from inelastic initial 
state interactions. 

In fact, potential inelastic reactions such as quark or gluon 
bremsstrahlung induced in the nucleus which could potentially 
decrease the incident parton energy (illustrated in fig. 23) are 
suppressed by coherence if the quark or gluon energy (in the 
laboratory frame) is large compared to the target length: 

Eq > IJ’ LA 

Here p2 is the difference of mass squared that occurs in the ini- 
tial or final state collision. This phenomenon has its origin in 
studies of QED processes by Landau and Pomeranchuk. The 
QCD analysis is given by Bodwin, Lepage and myself.2 Elas- 
tic collisions, however, are still allowed, so one expects collision 
broadening of the initial parton transverse momentum. Recent 
measurements of the Drell-Yan process nA -+ p+p-X by the 
NA-10 group5’ at the CERN-SPS confirm that the cross sec- 
tion for muon pairs at large transverse momentum is increased 
in a tungsten target relative to a deuteron target. (See fig. 24). 
Since the total cross section for lepton-pair production scales 
linearly with A (aside from relatively small EMC-effect cor- 
rections), there must be a corresponding decrease of the ratio 

10 



Fig. 23. Induced radiation from the propagation of an anti- 
quark through a nuclear target in massive lepton production. 
Such inelastic interactions are coherently suppressed at parton 
energies large compared to a scale proportional to the length 
of the target. 
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Fig. 24. The ratio u(n-W --+ c(+p-X)/U(KD + p+p-X) as 
a function of the pair transverse momentum. From ref. 51. 

of the -differential cross section at low values of the di-lepton 
transverse momentum. This is also apparent in the data. 

These results have striking implications for the interaction 
of the recoil quark jet in deep inelastic electron-nucleus scatter- 
ing. -For the quark (and gluons) satisfying the length condition, 
there should be no extra radiation induced as the parton tra- 
verses the nucleus. Thus gluon radiation of the type illustrated 
in fig. 25 should be suppressed. However, low energy gluons, 
emittedin-the deep inelastic electron-quark collision, can suf- 
fer radiative losses, leading to cascading of soft particles in the 
nucleus. It is clearly very important to study this phenomena 
as a function of recoil quark energy and nuclear size. 

/e’ 
e 

- 4 Y* 

- -f q’ ‘l-87 571 lA3 

Fig. 25. Propagation of the struck quark through a nuclear 
target. Induced gluon radiation (inelastic final state interac- 
tions) is suppressed at high quark energies. Elastic scattering 
in the final state however is not suppressed. 

It should be emphasized that the absence of inelastic initial 
or final state collisions for high energy partons does not pre- 
clude collision broadening due to elastic initial or final state 

interactions. The elastic corrections are unitary to leading or- 
der in l/Q and do not effect the normalization of the deep 
inelastic cross section. Thus we predict that the mean square 
transverse momentum of the recoil quark and its leading par- 
ticles will increase as A’i3. 

The transverse momentum of the recoil quark reflects the 
intrinsic transverse momentum of the nucleon wavefunction. 
The EMC effect” implies that quarks in a nucleus have smaller 
average longitudinal momentum than in a nucleon. (See 
fig. 26.) Independent of the specific physical mechanism un- 
derlying the EMC effect, the quarks in a nucleus would also 
be expected to have smaller transverse momentum. This effect 
can counteract to a certain extent the collision broadening of 
the outgoing jet. 

ANL-P-18.567 
I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ 

x EMC/I.OS 
1.2- 0 BCDMS 

0.2 0 
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Fig. 26. Ratio of nuclear and nucleon structure functions. 
The theoretical curves are from the pion current calculation of 
Berger and Coester, ref. 47. 

Unlike the struck quark the remnant of the target system 
does not evolve with the probe momentum Q. However, since 
the quantum numbers of the spectator system is f in color, 
nonperturbative hadronization must occur. Since the trans- 
verse momentum of the leading particles in the spectator jet is - 
not affected by the QCD radiative corrections, it more closely 
reflects the intrinsic transverse momentum of the hadron state. 

It is also interesting to study the behavior of the transverse 
momentum of the quark and spectator jets as a function of ZBj.  

For ZBj u 1, the 3-quark Fock state dominates the reaction. 
If the valence state has a smaller transverse size” than that 
of the nucleon, averaged over all of its Fock components, then 
we expect an increase of (ki) in that regime. Evidence for 
a significant increase of (k:) in the projectile fragmentation 
region at large quark momentum fractions has been reported 
by the SFM group52 at the ISR for pp -+ dijet +X reactions. 

Diffraction Channels and Nuclear 
Structure Function Non-Additivity 

One unusual source of non-additivity in nuclear structure 
functions (EMC effect) are electroproduction events at large 
Q2 and low z which nevertheless leave the nucleus completely 
intact z < (~/MLA). In the case of QED, analogous processes 
such as 7’A -t p+p-X yield nuclear-coherent contributions 
which scales as A,// = Z2/A. (See fig. 27(a).) Such processes 
contribute to the Bjorken-scaling, leading-twist cross section. 

53 

In QCD we expect 54 the nuclear dependence to be less than 
additive for the analogous gluon exchange contributions (see 
fig. 27(b)) because of their diffractive coupling to the nucleus. 
One can identify nuclear-coherent events contributions by ob- 
serving a rapidity gap between the produced particles and the 
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Fig. 27. Leading twist contributions to deep  inelastic 
lepton-nucleus scattering that leave the target intact. 
(a) QED example. (b) QCD example. 

recoil ing target. An interesting quest ion is how the gluon me 
mentum fraction sum rule is modif ied by the diffractive contri- 

_  butions. 

Studying UJet-Coalescence” in Electroproduction 

What  happens if two jets overlap in phase-space? Cer- 
tainly independent  fragmentat ion of the jets will fail because 
of coherent  effects. For example, in QED there are strong final 
stat, jnteractions when two charged particles are produced at 
low relative velocity. In the case of particles of opposite charge 
Zre, -Zse, the QED .Born cross sections are corrected by the 
factor5 : 

2n&Zza/v 
u = O” 1 - ezp(2?rZl Zza/V) 

which increases ‘the cross section dramatically at low relative 
velocity v. W e  expect  similar effects in QCD when two jets 
can coalesce to attractive color channels (&&a + CFo# for 
qg  color singlets). In the csse of electroproduction, the low 
relative velocity enhancements  provide a  simple estimate of 
the increase of the ep  --) eX cross section at low values of 
W 2  = (q+~)~, beyond that given by simple duality arguments.  

Gunibn, Soper and  I6 have recently proposed this jet co- 
a lescence mechanism as an  explanat ion of the observed lead- 
ing particle correlations seen in charm hadroproduct ion exper-  
iments and  the anomalously large cross section 55  observed at 
the SPS for C-N + A+(csu)X at large 2~. [The hyperon 
momentum was 135  GeV/c.] In the case of heavy quark elec- 
troproduction e.g. -y*g --) SB, cc, one  predicts an  enhancement  
of the cross sect iouhen the produced quark is at low rapidity 
relative to the farget fragmentat ion region. The correction to 
the rate, integrated over relative rapidity, is found to vanish 
only as a  single inverse power of the heavy quark mass, and  
thus may give significant corrections to charm product ion rates 
and  distributions. 

Summary 

Electroproduction at intermediate energies on  an  internal 
target in a  storage ring such as PEP could allow the study of 
many fundamental  phenomena in QCD: 

(a) A primary goal is the channel-by-channel  reconstruc- 
tion of the final state in electoproduction in order to under-  
stand in detail the final state hadronizat ion of both the quark 
and  nucleon spectator jets in a  regime where Bjorken scaling 
is manifest. Such studies can also provide checks on  the effect 
of the higher-twist coherent  contributions to electroproduction 
cross sections. The hadronizat ion of the target jet is a  still 
largely unexplored phenomenon.  

(b) The dynamics of individual exclusive electroproduction 
ampli tudes can be  probed as a  function of all kinematic energy 
and  angle variables including the virtual photon’s mass and  
polarization. As we have discussed here, such processes can 
often be  analyzed systematically in perturbative QCD, provid- 
ing detai led checks on  both QCD dynamics and  hadron wave- 
functions. The diffractive reactions also allow the study of 
the non-forward matrix elements of the same operator prod- 
uct entering the near  the l ight-cone analysis of deep  inelastic 
structure functions. 

(c) A nuclear target provides a  unique probe of short- 
distance QCD dynamics. The basic subprocesses can be  stud- 
ied in a  background nuclear field. In particular, one  wants to 
study the sources of nonadditivity in the nuclear target channel  
by channel.  This includes tests of various shadowing mecha-  
nisms, effects of modification of mesonic degrees of freedom, 
the predicted %olor t ransparency” of quasi-exclusive ampli- 
tudes at large momentum transfer inside a  nucleus, and  the 
propagat ion of quark jets through the nuclear medium. Fur- 
ther, as  discussed in ref 20, one  can use large z measurements 
to probe nuclear matter in the far off-shell domain. W e  also 
note that exclusive channels which involve the scattering of 
light nuclei at high momentum transfer probe the NN inter- 
action at short distances. 

(d) Given sufficient luminosity, internal target experiments 
could allow the study of strange and  charm particle electropr+ 
duct ion near  threshold. By compar ing electron and  positron 
beam experiments, one  can probe’ virtual Compton scatter- 
ing; the sum of the quark charges cubed can be  obtained from 
the ratio of the e*p --) e*y+X cross sections. Polarized proton 
and  nuclear targets allow the study of detai led effects of spin 
via correlations with final state properties. The combinat ion of 
polarized target and  polarized electron beams allow measure-  
ments of the spin dependent  structure functions and  their sum 
rules, 56 checks of helicity selection rules, and  the separat ion of 
different electroproduction channels.  

Al though there has been  extensive of many aspects of elec- 
troproduction over the past decade,  there are still many phe-  
nomena not fully explored. The distinction between logarith- 
mic and  power- law scale breaking effects is still in a  confused 
state. Shadowing, diffraction, the interrelation with vector me- 
son dominance,  the structure of the (non-evolved) spectator jet 
system, Regge behavior in non-singlet structure functions, and  
other phenomena at the boundary  between perturbative and  
non-perturbat ive effects, all are central topics in hadron and  
nuclear dynamics, ideally studied in electroproduction. 
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